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Abstract
A DNA prime/adenovirus boost malaria vaccine encoding Plasmodium falciparum strain

3D7 CSP and AMA1 elicited sterile clinical protection associated with CD8+ T cell inter-

feron-gamma (IFN-γ) cells responses directed to HLA class 1-restricted AMA1 epitopes of

the vaccine strain 3D7. Since a highly effective malaria vaccine must be broadly protective

against multiple P. falciparum strains, we compared these AMA1 epitopes of two P. falcipa-

rum strains (7G8 and 3D7), which differ by single amino acid substitutions, in their ability to

recall CD8+ T cell activities using ELISpot and flow cytometry/intracellular staining assays.

The 7G8 variant peptides did not recall 3D7 vaccine-induced CD8+ T IFN-γ cell responses

in these assays, suggesting that protection may be limited to the vaccine strain. The pre-

dicted MHC binding affinities of the 7G8 variant epitopes were similar to the 3D7 epitopes,

suggesting that the amino acid substitutions of the 7G8 variants may have interfered with

TCR recognition of the MHC:peptide complex or that the 7G8 variant may have acted as an

altered peptide ligand. These results stress the importance of functional assays in defining

protective epitopes.

Clinical Trials Registrations: NCT00870987, NCT00392015

Introduction

Recently we demonstrated that a heterologous DNA-prime/human adenovirus 5 (HuAd5)
boost vaccine encoding two Plasmodium falciparum 3D7 strain antigens, circumsporozoite
protein (CSP) and apical membrane antigen-1 (AMA1), induced sterile protection against con-
trolled human malaria infection (CHMI) in four of 15 immunized subjects [1]. Protection was
associated with ELISpot and CD8+ T cell interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) responses to AMA1 using
peripheral bloodmononuclear cells (PBMC) taken just prior to CHMI [1]. Without DNA-
priming the HuAd5 vaccine alone did not elicit sterile protection, but often elicited similar or
higher ELISpot and CD8+ T cell IFN-γ responses to CSP and AMA1 than the protected sub-
jects [2].
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We sought to further investigate these differences and found that quality rather than quan-
tity of CD8+ T cell responses were crucial.We used 12 peptide pools containing 15mer pep-
tides spanning the entire sequence of AMA1, and found that responses of three of the four
protected subjects were narrowly focused on discrete regions of AMA1 represented by single
peptide pools, designated Ap8 and Ap10, whereas responses of non-protected subjects from
the DNA/HuAd5 and HuAd5 alone trials were more broadly reactive to multiple regions of
AMA1 [3]. Activities of protected subjects to Ap8 or Ap10 represented a higher percent of the
total response to all peptide pools than non-protected subjects to Ap8 or Ap10 [3]. We sug-
gested that these focused responses were genetically-restrictedas the protected subjects recog-
nized single 15mer peptides within Ap8 and Ap10, and these 15mers also recalled ELISpot and
CD8+ T cell IFN-γ responses from these subjects.

The NetMHC [4] algorithmwhich predicts peptide binding to MHC class I molecules in
terms of 50% inhibitory concentration (IC50) values was used to predict putative 3D7 AMA1
class I epitopes within these 15mers. Experimental testing of peptides representing these pre-
dicted epitopes indeed recalled T cell responses from protected subjects. Ap10 contained the
predictedHLAA�11:01-restricted epitope NSTCRFFVCK that recalled responses from one
DNA/Ad-protected subject (v11) expressing HLAA�11:01 (HLA supertypeA�03), and Ap8
contained the predictedHLA B�57:01/B�58:01 epitope KSHGKGYNW that recalled responses
from the two DNA/Ad-protected subjects (v10 and v18) expressing HLA B�57:01 or B�58:01
(HLA B�58 supertype) [3]. Among the non-protected subjects in the HuAd5 trial, one subject
(v194) who expressed HLA B�58:01 and recognized the B�58 epitope showed a significant
delay to patency (suggesting reduction in numbers of liver stage parasites), suggesting partial
protection [3]. The fine specificity of the HLA expressed by protected and non-protected sub-
jects was crucial as two non-protected subjects (v135, and v179) from the HuAd5 alone trial
also strongly recognized the same protection associated epitope within Ap8 but expressed
A�32:01 (HLA supertypeA�01), and two non-protected subjects (v126, and v172) from the
HuAd5 trial recognized the same protection associated epitope within Ap10 but expressed
HLAA�30:01 or A�03:01 (HLAA�01A03 and A�03 supertypes).We suggested a hypothesis
that vaccine-induced effectormemory CD8+ T cells recognizing a single class I HLAA�03 or
HLA B�58 epitope can confer protection to P. falciparum in humans [3].

The 3D7 strain of P. falciparum was used for both immunization and CHMI in the DNA/
HuAd5 and HuAd5 trials [1, 2]. Since P. falciparum is genetically diverse [5], and AMA1 is
polymorphic due entirely to single amino acid substitutions [6], a major question is whether a
P. falciparum 3D7 DNA/HuAd5 vaccine would elicit protective epitope-specific responses to
genetically-diverseP. falciparum strains in areas of natural transmission. The protective 3D7
A�03 (NSTCRFFVCK) and B�58 (KSHGKGYNW) epitopes each contain a dimorphic residue
that occur in the 7G8 strain A�03 epitope (NSTCNFFVCK) and 7G8 B�58 epitope
(KSRGKGYNW) [7]. The objective of this study was to determine whether subjects immu-
nized with 3D7 AMA1 using the DNA/HuAd5 [1] and HuAd5 alone [2] regimens recognized
the 7G8 dimorphic variant epitopes.

One potential constraint to these studies was the small numbers of vaccine immunized sub-
jects and availability of PBMC from these subjects, particularly prior to CHMI.We have previ-
ously used post-CHMI PBMCs in ELISpot IFN-γ assays as the AMA1 peptide pool specificities
were maintained even though the magnitudes of responses were reduced [3]. However, we
were able to use PBMCs from pre-CHMI of protected subjects in ICS assays to confirm the
ELISpot outcomes. As before [3], these results are reported with the proviso that post-CHMI
cells may not fully reflect pre-CHMI activities.
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Materials and Methods

Ethics

The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the NMRC Institutional ReviewBoard in
compliance with all federal regulations governing the protection of human subjects.WRAIR
holds a Federalwide Assurance from the Office of Human Research Protections (OHRP) under
the Department of Health and Human Services as does NMRC. All key personnel were certi-
fied as having completed mandatory human research ethics education curricula and training
under the direction of theWRAIR IRB or the NMRCOffice of Research Administration
(ORA) and Human Subjects Protections Program (HSPP). All potential study subjects pro-
vided written, informed consent before screening and enrollment and had to pass an assess-
ment of understanding.

Human subjects used in this study

Informed consent was obtained from all subjects in these trials. Protected and non-protected
subjects in the 3D7 CSP and AMA1 DNA/HuAd5 [1] and non-protected subjects in the
HuAd5 trial [2], who were high responders to Ap8 and Ap10 [3], are shown in Table 1. Periph-
eral bloodmononuclear cells (PBMCs) from the DNA/HuAd5 vaccine were collected 22/23
days post immunization one week before CHMI, or 12 weeks post CHMI when activities were
lower but represented pre-CHMI activities (Table 1) [3]; PBMCs fromHuAd5 immunized sub-
jects were taken four or 12 weeks post-CHMIwhen activities were lower but also represented
pre-CHMI activities, as shown in Table 1 [2].

Peptides

Full length 3D7 AMA1 was covered by 15mer peptides that were combined into 12 pools
(Ap1-Ap12) each containing 10–13 peptides [8]. Ap8 contained thirteen 15mer peptides span-
ning AMA1 amino acids (aa) 365–427, and Ap10 contained thirteen 15mer peptides spanning
aa 469–531 [8]. AMA1 15mer peptide pools Ap8 and Ap10 were used to recall responses from
protected subjects as previously described [3]. AMA1 class 1 peptides were 3D7 A�03
(NSTCRFFVCK containing predicted epitope STCRFFVCK) or B�58 (KSHGKGYNW); 7G8
A�03 (NSTCNFFVCK containing predicted epitope STCNFFVCK) or B�58 (KSRGKGYNW).
The NetMHC algorithm [9] was used to predict binding affinities (nM) of the 3D7 and 7G8
epitopes.

Ex vivo Enzyme Linked Immunospot Interferon-gamma Assays

(ELISpot IFN-γ)

Antigen-specific responses of previously cryopreservedPBMCs were evaluated in triplicate
experiments as previously described [8, 10] Briefly, cryopreservedPBMC at 500K suspended in
100 μL complete mediumwere stimulated with AMA1 15mer peptide pools Ap8 or Ap10, or
3D7 or 7G8 AMA1 epitopes, at 10 μg/mL each peptide. The positive control was CEF-Class I
Peptide Pool Plus (CTL, Ohio, USA). Results, expressed as spot forming cells/million PBMC
(sfc/m), are shown as the magnitudes of triplicate responses of each tested subject to individual
Ap8 or Ap10 peptide pools or 3D7 and 7G8 epitope peptides. A positive response (mean of
triplicate experiments) was statistically defined (student t-test) as the significance of the differ-
ence with medium-only controls [3].
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ELISpot CD4+ and CD8+ depletion studies

Characterization of ELISpot IFN-γ-producing cells were performedwith PBMC after depletion
of T cell subsets using anti-human CD4+ and CD8+ coated Dynabeads (Dynal, Great Neck,
NY) as previously described [3]. Assays were performed in duplicate or triplicate using 400K
PBMC after depletion. The data is presented as the activities (sfc/m) of duplicate or triplicate
wells after T cell subset depletion.

Flow cytometry with intracellular staining (ICS)

Previously frozen PBMC were stimulated in duplicate experiments as previously described [8,
11]. PBMCs were suspended at 10x106 cells/mL, in supplemented complete RPMI-1640 (Bio-
Whittaker, Walkersville, MD) that contained 20% fetal calf serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT).

Table 1. Immunization, protection and previously reported immunogenicity of human subjects used in this study.

Vaccine Subject Status HLA HLA ELISpot (sfc/m)

alleles supertype Ap8 Ap10

sfc/m #+ sfc/m #+ sfc/m #+ sfc/m #+

DNA/HuAd5 v10 Protected A*01:01; A*26:01 B*58 5671 2 1962 1 31 2 12 2

B*44:02; B*57:01

v11 Protected A*11:01; A*68:02 A*03 131 4 112 2 6901 4 3602 2

B*50:01; B*55:01

v18 Protected A*02:01; A*02:05 B*58 10241 2 3242 3 01 2 42 3

B*58:01; B*58:01

v15 Non-Prot. A*29:02; A*30:02 B*58 1431 1 353 0 01 1 03 0

B*15:02; B*57:01

HuAd5 v125 Non-Prot. A*02:01; A*11:01 A*03 891 6 1082 6 1341 6 1042 6

B*35:01; B*37:01

v126 Non-prot. A*01:01; A*30:01 A*01A03 1631 7 2402 7 2781 7 1272 7

B*13:02; B*37:01

v135 Non-prot. A*24:01; A*32:01 A*01 6841 4 732,4 2 41 7 82,4 2

B*50:02; B*52:01

v149 Non-prot. A*02:01; A*11:01 A*03 191 4 302 4 4231 4 2382 4

B*44:02; B*55:01

v172 Non-prot. A*01:01; A*03:01 A*03 1661 6 342 5 1191 6 732 5

B*08:01; B*35:01

v179 Non-prot. A*24:02; A*32:01 A*01 7741 7 1343 3 161 7 263 3

B*15:01; B*39:06

v194 Non-prot.* A*32:01; A*68:01 B*58 8391 4 953 3 63 4 14 3

B*13:02; B*58:01

Non-prot. = non-protected; sfc/m = spot forming cells/million PBMCs

#+ number of the 12 tested AMA1 peptide pools that were positive. Positive ELISpot activities are shown in bold. Responses of protected subjects to Ap8 or

Ap10 represented a higher percent of the total response to all peptide pools than non-protected subjects. Human subjects with the highest pre-CHMI

activities to Ap8 or Ap10 were selected (ref. #3). Positive ELISpot activities are shown in bold. ELISpot IFN-γ activities of fresh PBMCs:
122/23 days post HuAd5 boost/five or six days pre-CHMI
2four weeks after CHMI
312 weeks after CHMI.
4This time point used cryopreserved PBMCs.

*Time to patency was significantly delayed but subject was not sterilely protected.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0163026.t001
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AMA1 peptide pools Ap8 and Ap10 were tested at 10 μg/mL for each peptide, and 3D7 and
7G8 epitopes were tested at 10 μg/mL; control stimulants were medium alone and the CEF pep-
tide pool (CTL, Ohio, USA). Cells were phenotyped as CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and were
stained for IFN-γ. Stimulants were added to cells and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 2 hr.
Brefeldin A (BD Bioscience) was added at a final concentration of 0.6 μL/mL and incubated at
37°C with 5% CO2 for approximately 12–15 hr. Cells were permeabilizedwith Cytofix/Cyto-
perm solution (BD Bioscience) and stained with anti-CD3 AlexaFluor700, anti-CD4+ PerCP,
anti-CD8+ Pacific Blue, anti-IFN FITC, incubated and washed. Cells were resuspended and
acquired on a BD LSRII using FACSDiVA (BD BioScience) software. 7-color flow cytometry
was performed as previously described [8]. Data for peptide pools and individual peptides are
corrected for medium only responses. A positive response was defined as the geometricmean
of duplicate experiments that exceeded the geometricmean + 3 standard deviations of the
medium-stimulated controls (>0.03%) [3]. The data of replicate experiments is presented as
percent of total CD8+ T cells producing IFN-γ.

Statistical analyses

Repeatedmeasure analysis of variance was used to evaluate the statistical difference between
responses of the 3D7 and 7G8 peptides. Proc Mixed of SAS 9.3 was used for this analysis.

Results

Predicted binding affinities of 3D7 and 7G8 AMA1 epitopes

The predicted binding affinities using the NetMHC algorithm ([12]) of the 3D7 and 7G8
AMA1 HLA-A�03 and B�58 epitopes were highly similar, suggesting that the single amino
acid differences between the 3D7 and 7G8 A�03 and B�58 epitopes did not significantly affect
predicted HLA-binding affinities. The predicted binding affinities of supertype 3D7 A�03
NSTCRFFVCK and 7G8 NSTCNFFVCK epitopes with A�11:01 were almost identical (119
nM and 111 nM), and in the typical range of MHC class I-restricted epitopes (< 500 nM).
The predicted binding affinities of the supertype 3D7 B�58 KSHGKGYNW and 7G8 B�58
KSRGKGYNW epitopes were also similar with HLA-B�57:01 (11 nM, 15nM) and HLA-
B�58:01 (9 nM, 28 nM).

Ex vivo ELISpot and CD8+ T cell IFN-γ activities

HLA-A�03 subjects. PBMCs of one protected HLAA�03 DNA/HuAd5-immunized sub-
ject (v11) were tested with Ap10 and the 3D7 and 7G8 HLAA�03 epitope peptides. All PBMCs
were taken 12 weeks after CHMI. Ap10 recalled ELISpot IFN-γ responses from protected sub-
ject v11 that were similar to responses recalled by the 3D7 HLAA�03 epitope, whereas the 7G8
HLAA�03 epitope did not recall any responses (Table 2, Fig 1, Panel A).

In CD4+ and CD8+ ELISpot depletion studies with the 3D7 epitope, depletion of CD4+ T
cells did not affect activities, whereas depletion of CD8+ T cells completely abolished recall
activities (Table 3; Fig 1, Panel B).

The 3D7 epitope-specificity of CD8+ T cells was confirmed in ICS assays, using pre-CHMI
PBMCs; CD8+ T cell IFN-γ responses of v11 to the 3D7 HLAA�03 epitope were significantly
higher (p = 0.001) than to the 7G8 HLAA�03 epitope (Table 2, Fig 1, Panel C). CD4+ T cell
IFN-γ responses were low and did not reach positive values.

This 3D7 vaccine strain-specificitywas also shown using PBMCs from HuAd5-immunized
non-protected subjects that expressed different HLA alleles that were also predicted to bind to
the HLA A�03 epitope: two of these four subjects were positive:v126, expressing HLAA:30:01
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that is A�01A03 supertype; and v149, expressing HLA A�11:01 that is A�03 supertype; each
had weakly positive ELISpot IFN-γ responses to Ap10 and the 3D7 A�03 epitope that were
lower than v11, whereas the 7G8 A�03 epitope did not recall ELISpot IFN-γ responses from
any of these subjects (Table 2; Fig 1, panel D); two other HuAd5-immunized subjects express-
ing A�01A�03 or A�03 supertypes that were predicted to bind to the 3D7 HLAA�03 epitope
were negative with both 3D7 and 7G8 HLAA�03 epitopes (Table 2; Fig 1, panel D),.

HLA-B�58 subjects. PBMCs from two protected HLA B�58 subjects (v10, v18), and one
non-protected HLA B�58 (v15) who had lower activities pre-CHMI (Table 1) from DNA/
HuAd5-immunized subjects were tested with Ap8 and 3D7 and 7G8 HLA B�58 epitope pep-
tides. All PBMCs were taken 12 weeks after CHMI. Ap8 recalled ELISpot IFN-γ responses
from protected v10 and v18 that were similar to responses recalled by the 3D7 HLA B�58 epi-
tope, whereas the 7G8 HLA B�58 epitope did not recall any responses (Table 2; Fig 2, Panel A).
The non-protected low responding DNA/HuAd5 subject v15 was negative in all assays.

In CD4+ and CD8+ T cell ELISpot depletion studies in DNA/HuAd5-immunized subjects
with the 3D7 B�58 epitope, depletion of CD4+ T cells reduced activity of v10 approximately
three-fold although activity remained positive, but did not affect activity of v18; however, deple-
tion of CD8+ T cells completely abolished activities of v10 and v18 (Table 3, Fig 2, Panel B).

Table 2. ELISpot IFN-γ activities of DNA/HuAd5-immunized and HuAd5-immunized subjects with AMA1 peptide pools and predicted 3D7 and

7G8 AMA1 epitopes.

ELISpot IFN-γ (sfc/m)

Vaccine Status Subject HLA Predicted 3D7 A*03 Ap10 3D7 A*03 epitope 7G8 A*03 epitope

affinity nM

DNA/HuAd5 P v11 A*03 7 139 (134,138,146)1 193 (148,216,226)1 0 (0,0,0)1

HuAd5 Non-P v125 A*03 7 12 (8,14,14)2 3 (2,2,6)2 3 (1,4,4)2

Non-P v126 A*01A03 36 53 (44,64)2 67 (62,68,72)2 2 (2,2,2)2

Non-P v149 A*03 7 61 (58,60,64)2 34 (28,38,38)2 2 (1,1,6)2

Non-P v172 A*03 227 15 (12,12,22)2 7 (4,6,12)2 0 (0,0,0)2

Vaccine Status Subject HLA Predicted 3D7 A*03 Ap10 3D7 A*03 epitope 7G8 A*03 epitope

affinity nM

DNA/HuAd5 P v10 B*58 43 88 (84,86,94)1 69 (56–86)1 2 (1–4)1

P v18 B*58 21 156 (136,162,174)1 132 (124,126,146)1 2 (1,2,4)1

Non-P v15 B*58 43 26 (22,28,28)1 6 (2,6,14)1 0 (0,0,0)1

HuAd5 Non-P v135 A*01 91 65 (60,68,72)2 40 (34,42,46)2 1 (0,0,2)2

Non-P v179 A*01 91 65 (54,64,78)3 27 (20,28,36)3 0 (0,0,0)3

Non-P v1944 B*58 21 56 (54,56,58)3 27 (22,24,38)3 0 (0,0,0)3

ELISpot IFN-γ activities are of protected (P) and non-protected subjects (Non-P) from the DNA/HuAd5 and HuAd5 trials with HLA-matched AMA1 peptide

pools and predicted AMA1 epitopes. Activities are shown as the geometric mean and activities of individual replicates. Positive ELISpot activities are shown

in bold. DNA/HuAd5 HLA A*03 protected subject (v11) had similar activities to the Ap10 peptide pool and the 3D7 A*03 epitope, but negative activity with

the 7G8 A*03 epitope; HuAd5 trial HLA A*03 non-protected subjects had lower activities to Ap10 and the 3D7 epitope and were also negative with the 7G8

A*03 epitope; one of these (v125) was previously positive with Ap10 (Table 1) but was negative when re-tested, whereas a second subject (v172) was

consistently negative with Ap10 (see Table 1). The DNA/HuAd5 HLA B*58 protected subjects (v10 and v18) also had similar activities to the Ap8 peptide

pool and the 3D7 B*58 epitope, and were negative with the 7G8 epitope; One low responding DNA/HuAd5 subject (v15) and three HuAd5 HLA B*58 non-

protected subjects (v136, v179 and v1944) had lower activities to Ap8 and the 3D7 B*58 epitope and were negative with the 7G8 epitope.
1DNA/HuAd5 12 weeks post-CHMI
2HuAd5 4 weeks post-CHMI
3HuAd5 12 weeks post-CHMI
4v194 was not sterilely protected but showed a significant delay to patency

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0163026.t002
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The 3D7 B�58 epitope-specificity of CD8+ T cells was confirmed in ICS assays, using pre-
CHMI PBMCs; CD8+ T cell IFN-γ responses of v10 and v18 to the 3D7 HLA B�58 epitope
were five-six-fold higher (p = 0.001) than to the 7G8 B�58 epitope (Table 3, Fig 2, Panel C).

This 3D7 vaccine strain-specificitywas also shown using PBMCs from HuAd5-immunized
subjects; one HLA B�58 subject (v194), who was not sterilely protected but showed a significant
delay to parasitemia [2], was also positive with the HLA B�58 epitope but not the 7G8 HLA

Fig 1. ELISpot and CD8+ T cell IFN-γ responses of DNA/HuAd5 and HuAd5 immunized subjects to P.

falciparum strains 3D7 and 7G8 AMA1 A*03 protective epitopes. ELISpot and CD8+ T cell IFN-γ activities

are shown in Panels A–D. Panel A: ELISpot IFN-γ response of the A*03 protected subject (v11) are positive

with Ap8 and the 3D7 A*03 epitope but not the 7G8 epitope (arrow). Panel B: ELISpot activity of v11 is not

affected by CD4+-depletion but is abolished after CD8+ depletion (arrow). Panel C: CD8+ T cell IFN-γ
responses of v11 are much higher (p = 0.001) to the 3D7 epitope than to the 7G8 epitope (arrow). Panel D:

ELISpot IFN-γ responses of two of four non-protected subjects from the HuAd5 trial were weakly positive with

the 3D7 epitope but all four subjects were negative with the 7G8 epitope (arrows).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0163026.g001
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B�58 epitope; and two non-protected subjects (v135 and v179, each expressing HLA A�32:01
that is A�01 supertype) who were weakly positive with the 3D7 B�58 (recognized through a dif-
ferent HLA, A�01), whereas the 7G8 B�58 epitope did not recall ELISpot IFN-γ responses from
either of these subjects (Table 2; Fig 2, Panel D).

Discussion

The major conclusion from these studies is that immunization with the heterologous DNA
prime/HuAd5 vaccine, and immunization with HuAd5 alone expressing 3D7 AMA1 induced
vaccine strain-specificCD8+ T cell responses to the dimorphic A�03 and B�58 epitopes found
in strain 3D7 that were not recalled by the 7G8 A�03 and B�58 variant epitopes. This result was
unexpected since the NetMHC algorithm [4] predicted that the 7G8 epitopes had similar pre-
dicted binding affinities as the 3D7 epitopes and we therefore expected that the 7G8 variant
epitopes would also recall activities from the 3D7-immunized subjects.We previously used the
same predictive algorithm [4] to predict 3D7 HLAA�03 and B�58 epitopes that recalled CD8+
T cells IFN-γ responses from the DNA/HuAd5 and HuAd5 3D7 AMA1-immunized subjects
[3]. Since the similar predicted binding affinities of the 3D7 and 7G8 epitopes were similar,
these outcomes emphasize the need for functional assays of epitope activities in design of
malaria vaccines.

The similar predicted binding affinities of the 3D7 and 7G8 epitopes also suggested that
both allelic sequences were able to bind to A�03 and B�58 MHCmolecules. Interestingly, the
3D7 HLA B�58 epitope KSHGKGYNWwas predicted to have similar binding affinities to the
7G8 HLA B�58 supertype, and yet the 7G8 HLA B�58 epitope failed to also recall activities
from two subjects in the HuAd5 trial expressing HLA B�58.

HLA supertype peptide B pocket (aa in position 2) and F pocket (aa in position 9) specifici-
ties for A�03 epitope STCRFFVCK are small and aliphatic: Threonine (T) and basic: Lysine

Table 3. ELISpot IFN-γ depletion and CD8+ T cell IFN-γ activities of DNA/HuAd5-immunized and HuAd5-immunized subjects with AMA1 peptide

pools and predicted 3D7 and 7G8 AMA1 epitopes.

ELISpot IFN- γ CD8+ T cell IFN-γ by ICS

3D7 7G8 3D7 7G8

Vaccine HLA Status Subject Non-depl. CD4+ depl. CD8 depl. Non-depl.

DNA/HuAd5 A*03 P v11 2001 2311 21 11 0.29 0.06

(133,300) (216, 247) (1,2) (1,1) (0.28,0.30)2 (0.05,0.06)2

B*58 P v10 791 301 41 91 0.19 0.028

(65,91,83) (23,28,43) (1,7,7) (7,7,13) (0.15,0.23)2 (0.028,0.028)2

P v18 1051 1111 21 21 0.43 0.08

(98,105,112) (98,108,130) (1,3,5) (1,3,3) (0.39,0.46)2 (0.07,0.08)2

Protected subjects from the DNA/HuAd5 trial were tested in ELISpot IFN-γ assays with the HLA-matched 3D7 and 7G8 epitopes after CD4+ and CD8+ T

cell depletions (see Methods), and in ICS assays to confirm CD8+ T cell IFN-γ activities. Positive activities are shown in bold. The HLA A*03 protected

subject (v11) retained full activity after CD4+ T cell depletion, but CD8+ T cell depletion completely removed activity; v11 had no activity with the 7G8

epitope that was unaffected by CD4+ and CD8+ depletions; CD8+ T cell IFN-γ activity assessed by ICS was approximately 5-times higher to the 3D7

epitope than the 7G8 epitope. Activity of the HLA B*58 protected subject (v10) was reduced approximately 3-fold after CD4+ T cell depletion, but CD8+ T

cell depletion completely abolished activity; v10 had no activity with the 7G8 epitope that was unaffected by CD4+ and CD8+ depletions; CD8+ T cell IFN-γ
activity was directed to the 3D7 and not the 7G8 epitope. Activity of the second HLA B*58 protected subject (v18) was unaffected by CD4+ T cell depletion

and was completely abolished by CD8+ T cell depletion; v18 had no activity with the 7G8 epitope that was unaffected by CD4+ and CD8+ depletions; CD8

+ T cell IFN-γ was predominantly directed to the 3D7 epitope and was significantly (p = 0.001) higher than the 7G8 epitope.
1DNA/HuAd5 12 weeks post-CHMI
2DNA/HuAd5 pre-CHMI

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0163026.t003
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(K), and for B�58 epitope KSHGKGYNW are small: Serine (S) and large and hydrophobic/aro-
matic: Tryptophan (W) [13]. These aa are conserved in both 3D7 and 7G8 strains [13] proba-
bly accounting for the similar predicted binding affinities to HLAA�03 and B�58 [13]. Since
we have not directly measured binding affinities of the 3D7 and 7G8 epitopes to HLAA�03

Fig 2. ELISpot and CD8+ T cell IFN-γ responses of DNA/HuAd5 and HuAd5 immunized subjects to P.

falciparum strains 3D7 and 7G8 AMA1 B*58 protective epitopes. ELISpot and CD8+ T cell IFN-γ activities

are shown in Panels A–D. Panel A: ELISpot IFN-γ responses of the B*58 protected subjects (v10, v18) are

positive with Ap10 and the 3D7 B*58 epitope but not 7G8 epitopes (arrows). Panel B: ELISpot activity of v10 is

reduced but still remains positive after CD4+-depletion, but is abolished after CD8+-depletion (arrow); activity of

v18 is unaffected by CD4+-depletion but is abolished after CD8+-depletion (arrow). Panel C: CD8+ T cell

responses of v10 and v18 are much higher (p = 0.001) against the 3D7 B*58 epitope rather than the 7G8 B*58

epitope (arrows). Panel D: ELISpot IFN-γ response of DNA/HuAd5 non-protected B*58 subject (v15) was

negative and non-protected v194 was weakly positive with the 3D7 B*58 epitope; two non-protected subjects

from the HuAd5 trial that express A*01 (v135, v179) were weakly positive with the 3D7 B*58 epitope; all these

subjects were negative with the 7G8 B*58 epitope (arrows).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0163026.g002
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and B�58 we can only hypothesize that the 3D7 and 7G8 epitopes bind to each HLA supertype,
based on this predictive algorithm [9]. Based on this assumption, we suggest there may be two
other likely interpretations of these results.

Firstly, it is possible that the lack of recall activities of the 7G8 epitopes is due to impaired T
cell receptor (TCR) recognition of the MHC-peptide complex. TCR α- and β- chains bind to
the MHC-peptide complex to form a tri-molecularMHC-peptide-TCR complex that activates
the immune system [14–16]. Structural analyses of TCR:peptide:MHCcomplexes [17] have
revealed that amino acids between the two anchor residues are most frequently in direct con-
tact with the TCR. Single residue mutations in the epitope contact residues of a TCR have been
shown to be sufficient to abrogate recognition [18–20]. Since the 3D7 and 7G8 dimorphic vari-
ations occur between these anchor residues on position 4 (A�03) and position 3 (B�58), it is
possible that these variations in 7G8 abrogate recognition by TCRs induced against the 3D7
epitope, supporting this first hypothesis. Moreover, studies of escape mutations in influenza
virus have shown that some mutations eliminate binding to MHC, while other mutations
retain the ability to bind to MHC but are no longer recognized by the TCR recognizing the
wild type peptide [21, 22]. In chronic HIV infections, escape mutations that abrogate MHC
binding completely are found more frequently, as such escape mutations provide the pathogen
with permanent protection from T cell recognition, while pathogens with TCR escape muta-
tions are still vulnerable to new T cell populations arising that recognize the mutation [23].
Any mutation that abrogates recognition of a pathogen by vaccine induced immune cells with-
out interfering with overall pathogen fitness has an evolutionary advantage and can lead to
reduced vaccine efficacy.

A second interpretation is that the 7G8 AMA1 variant epitopes may act as altered peptide
ligands (APLs) that contain single or multiple aa changes that affect immunogenicity or recog-
nition by pre-existing (such as vaccine-induced) immune responses [24–26]. P. falciparum
CSP T cell regions contain highly polymorphic CD4+ and CD8+ T cell epitopes, and only two
variants bind HLA-B35; naturally induced CD8+ T cells to these two variants are not cross-
reactive, suggesting the influence of local HLA on malaria antigenic variation [27]. Such variant
amino acids have a different orientation when binding to the HLA peptide binding groove, and
cause the TCR-binding amino acids to remain buried and unavailable for binding to the TCR
as earlier suggested for myelin binding to HLA-DR2b [28] or peptide antagonism of NK cell
activation [29].

Antigenic diversity of parasite proteins leads to immune evasion due to a loss of recognition
by antibodies and immune T cells [30] including AMA1 [31]. Immunization with one AMA1
allele may not induce antibodies that protect against different alleles [32], and multi-allele
AMA vaccines may be required [31] particularly to the pentavalent epitope [33] and a multi-
allele AMA1 vaccine approach would induce broad coverage against diverse alleles [7].
Recently, the ChAd63/MVA vaccine containing 3D7 and FVO AMA1 proteins from two
strains (3D7 and FVO) elicited recall activation of T cell responses to both variants but with a
bias to the 3D7/MAD20 allele [34] suggesting that APLs within AMA1may have affected anti-
genic priming and recall activation T cells, or may have resulted from a lack of class I epitopes
in the FVO strain. However, APLs within malaria antigen surface antigen-1 (MSP-1) inhibited
IFN-γ responses of naturally-infectedGambian subjects and impaired priming of T cells from
malaria naïve subjects [35], and by presentation of APLs on the same antigen-presenting cell
[36]. Further experiments are required to establish whether APLs are responsible for the lack
of recall activities by the 7G8 AMA1 peptides in this study.

Another heterologous prime-boost strategy using chimpanzee adenovirus ChAd63-prime/
modified vaccine virus Ankara (MVA) boost and P. falciparum TRAP antigen induced similar
levels of sterile protection also associated with CD8+ T cell IFN-γ responses to TRAP [37].
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HLAA�03 subjects recognized discrete areas of T9/96 TRAP suggesting that this regimenmay
also have induced CD8+ T cells recognizing TRAP class I epitopes [38].

We have previously demonstrated that other 3D7 A�01, A�02, B�08 and B�44 predicted
class 1-restricted epitopes in AMA1 are polymorphic and recalled ELISpot IFN-γ activities
(predominantly CD8+ T cells) from HLA-matched subjects immunized with the HuAd5 vac-
cine [39], but at that time, A�03 or B�58 epitopes were not tested, nor did we evaluate whether
variant epitopes also recalled responses from these subjects [39]. However, we did later evaluate
nine class I-restricted 3D7 CSP epitopes predicted by NetMHC for recall responses from the
HuAd5-immunized subjects [40]. One of these CSP epitopes recalled activities fromHLA
A�23:01 (HLAA�24 supertype) and HLAA�29:02 (HLAA�01A24 supertype) subjects, and
one CSP epitope recalled responses from A�23:01 (HLAA24 supertype), A�29:02 (HLA
A01A24 supertype) and B�15:03 (HLA B27 supertype) [40]. Earlier analyses have suggested
that malaria antigens are highly promiscuous and bind to more than one HLA allele [41]
which is consistent with other work that different alleles overlap in their peptide-binding prop-
erties [13, 42]. Since both CSP and AMA1 class I-restricted epitopes, either predicted or evalu-
ated in functional assays, are polymorphic, it is unclear whether AMA1 T cell-based vaccines
will elicit responses to multiple HLA alleles, or whether a multi-allele AMA1 vaccine would be
required. A potential advantage of combining variants is that this may hinder development of
escape mutants in natural infection containing further polymorphism of epitopes not included
in the vaccine.

The most effectivemalaria vaccines are whole sporozoites that are thought to target multiple
antigens [43]. The more antigens and epitopes that are targeted by vaccine induced immunity,
the more difficult it becomes for a pathogen to escape. Thus in the development of subunit
malaria vaccines, it is desirable to include either multiple antigens or epitopes that cover the
genetic diversity of endemic strains. Additionally, subunit malaria vaccines allow focusing the
vaccine induced immune response on antigens and epitopes that have a higher fitness cost for
the pathogen to mutate.

Conclusions

This study highlights the need to assess the ability of vaccines to induce immune responses and
protection across different strains, and that functional assays are critical for their development.
The fact that both epitopes in AMA1 that we had identified to be targets of protective immu-
nity were not cross-reactive also raises the question of whether alternative antigens that show
less strain-to-strain variability can be identified.
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